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Abstract. In the materials of the article, the parameters of the higher harmonics of the groove
frequency are analyzed, which affect the reliability of the operation of electrical equipment and
the loss of electrical energy in active-adaptive networks. The influence of higher harmonics
of rotary electric machines on the modes of operation of active-adaptive networks and their
power equipment is considered. It was established that this influence depends on the energy
level of higher harmonics and the modes of operation of active-adaptive networks. A technique
is proposed that allows determining the levels of groove harmonic components in the phase
windings of electric machines. The calculation of the energy level of higher harmonics was
carried out taking into account the electromagnetic asymmetry of rotating electric machines
and asymmetric modes of operation of three-phase electric networks using the method of phase
coordinates. The obtained results are based on theoretical and experimental studies of the
influence of higher harmonics of rotating electric machines on the modes of operation of electrical
networks and power energy equipment.

1. Introduction
The quality of electrical energy significantly affects the reliability and efficiency of electrical
networks and power equipment. One of the important indicators of the quality of electrical
energy is the level of higher harmonics, which causes non-sinusoidal modes of operation of
electrical networks [1, 2].

The nature of higher harmonics is diverse. The influence of higher harmonics of rotating
electric machines (synchronous generator, asynchronous motor, etc.) on the operating modes
of the electric network has not been sufficiently investigated. The relevance of this issue is
increasing with the development of active-adaptive networks and the introduction of wind power
plants [3, 4].

The theoretical and practical relevance of the problem of higher harmonics in electrical
networks is confirmed by a number of publications, both by foreign [5,6] and domestic specialists
[7, 8].

Significant losses in power supply systems associated with low quality electrical energy require
additional research into the nature of higher harmonics at industrial enterprises [9, 10]. The
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results of research into the nature of higher harmonics in power inverters and means of combating
them are effectively implemented [11, 12]. Extensive theoretical and practical experience in the
quality of energy resources is reflected in normative documents taking into account the European
education for the electric power industry of our country.

Modern trends in the development of electrical networks, namely, the introduction of active-
adaptive networks, introduce new aspects regarding the quality of electrical energy [13, 14].
This requires constant control of power quality parameters, and in particular the levels of higher
harmonics, in real time [15,16]. The study of the nature of individual harmonics is of significant
practical importance. This is confirmed by the study of, for example, third (saturation of the
magnetic circuit) and toothed harmonics, which appear as a result of the unevenness of the air
gap of rotating electric machines [17,18]. Therefore, the study of groove harmonics is relevant.

The purpose of the study is to obtain scientific results regarding the nature of groove
harmonics of rotating electric machines and to establish the characteristics of their distribution
in distribution electrical networks. To achieve the purpose, the following objectives were set:

• to develop a methodology for calculating currents and electromotive force of the groove
frequency of rotary electric machines for active-adaptive networks;

• determine the dependences of the levels of groove harmonics of the electrical network.

2. Results
Higher harmonics of distribution electrical networks have a constructive or technological nature.
Each harmonic component has one or more sources and a defined propagation space. The
amplitude value of the higher harmonic and its flow paths are determined by the interaction
of the inductive and capacitive elements of the electrical network. The most unpleasant case
is the case of resonance of higher current or voltage harmonics in electrical networks and large
enterprises. The manifestation in time determines the random or systematic nature of higher
harmonics [19,20].

In the process of operation, electric rotary machines generate groove harmonics in the
electrical network [21, 22]. The appearance of these harmonics is related to the magnetomotive
force of the rotor winding. Their frequency can be determined by the expression:

ωn = ω1 ·
[zn
p
· (1− S)± 1

]
, (1)

where ω1 is the cyclic frequency; zn is the number of grooves on the rotor; p is the number of
pairs of poles; S is the slip.

The amplitude value of these harmonics is determined by the design parameters of the electric
machine and the network voltage. The significant danger of groove harmonics is caused by the
dependence of these frequencies on the network frequency and slippage, which can lead to
resonance phenomena [23,24].

Determining the levels of higher harmonics by experimental removal of curves taking into
account electromagnetic asymmetry on real electric machines is associated with a large amount
of labor, due to the need to manufacture special calibration stands [25,26].

Finding by calculation the values of higher harmonics corresponding to the maximum
permissible asymmetry of the electric machine allows to avoid working with bulky calibration
stands. In this case, only verification tests of several electric motors are required [27,28].

The method of calculating the energy level of higher harmonics in the form of the sum of the
squares of the electromotive force of the groove harmonics, taken when each of the three phases
of the stator winding is turned off in sequence, is based on the determination of the dependence
of magnetic losses from the groove harmonics of the magnetic field in the air gap on the degree
of electromagnetic asymmetry [29,30].
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The energy level of the slot frequency induction harmonics characterizes the magnetic losses
in steel from the slot order magnetic field. Specific magnetic losses in steel are determined by
the expression:

Pmg = εg ·
f

50
·B2 + σ ·

( f
50

2)
·B2, (2)

where Pmg is the specific magnetic losses in steel; εg is the specific losses from hysteresis at
f = 50 Hz and V = 1 T; σ is the specific losses from eddy currents at f = 50 Hz and V = 1 T;
B is the magnetic induction; f is the frequency of magnetic induction.

The specific magnetic losses in steel from the groove harmonics of induction are determined
by the expression:

Pmg = εg ·
f

50
· 1

2π · Tz
·

2π∫
0

Tz∫
0

B2
n(ϕ, t)dϕ · dt+ σ ·

(fn
50

)2
· 1

2π · Tn
·

2π∫
0

Tn∫
0

B2
n(ϕ, t)dϕ · dt, (3)

where fn = ωn
2π is the electrical frequency of the groove harmonic of induction; Tz = 2π

ωz
is the

the period of the groove harmonic of the induction; Kn = εg · fz50 + σ · (fn50 )2 is the power loss
factor; Bn(ϕ, t) is the spatio-temporal distribution of magnetic field induction in a gap with
electromagnetic asymmetry; ωn is the angular frequency of the groove harmonic of induction
(upper and lower).

Will find the specific magnetic losses from the upper slot harmonic of the induction with
frequency ωup = ω1 · [ znp · (1 − S) + 1] in the three-phase mode of operation, substituting the
expression for the spatio-temporal distribution of the slot frequency induction for the three-phase
mode:

Pmgup = Kn ·
1

2π · Tn
·

2π∫
0

Tn∫
0

B2
up(ϕ, t)dϕ · dt, (4)

Integrating within the range from 0 to 2π and taking into account that for an even whole
number, all components containing factors of the form sin k · π · (Z1±n), where k and n are the
integers, obtain the final expression for specific magnetic losses from the upper slot frequency of
induction, taking into account the spatial distribution of conductivity air gap with asymmetry
and the obtained expressions for the coefficients of the series λα0 and λn :

Pmgup =
1

16
·Kn · (λ0 · λj1 · F1)

2 ·
(1

2
· λ2α0 +

1

4
· λ2α0 + λ2n1 +

1

2
· λ2i1 · λ2n1

)
, (5)

In this expression 1
2 · λ

2
α0 + λ2n1 = Kα1 there is a coefficient of losses due to magnetic

asymmetry, taking into account only the first term of the series λn . According to mathematical
transformations:

Kα1 =
8− 2 · a2m − 8 ·

√
1− a2m

a2m · (1− a2m)
, (6)

where am is the coefficient of relative electromagnetic asymmetry.
Carrying out similar transformations taking into account the first two and three terms of

the series, it is possible to obtain the corresponding coefficients Kα2 and Kα3, which refine the
calculation:

Kα2 =
1

2
· λ2α0 + λ2n1 + λ2n2; (7)

Kα3 =
1

2
· λ2α0 + λ2n1 + λ2n2 + λ2n3. (8)
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In the general case, taking into account all terms of the Fourier series, the expression for the
specific magnetic losses from the upper slot frequency of induction will have the form:

Pmgup =
1

16
·Kαn · (λ0 · λj1 · F1)

2 ·
(

1 +
1

2
· λ2i1

)
·Kαn, (9)

where Kαn is the electromagnetic asymmetry coefficient taking into account the terms of the
Fourier series λn.

Kαn =
1

2
· λ2α0 +

∞∑
n=1

λ2n =
4

1− a2m
·

[
1

2
+
∞∑
n=1

(
1−

√
1− a2m
am

)2n]
. (10)

Since at any values 0 < am < 1 the values of the function q =

(
1−
√

1−a2m
am

)2

are also in the

range from 0 to 1 (figure 1), the sum will have a finite value and the expression for Kαn in its
final form will have the form:

Kαn =
4

1− a2m
·

[
1

2
+

1−
√

1− a2m
a2m − (1−

√
1− a2m)2

]
. (11)

Thus, the specific magnetic losses from the upper slot harmonic of the induction depend on
the value of the relative electromagnetic asymmetry. The nature of this dependence is completely
determined by the nature of the graph.

Figure 1. Range of function values q =

(
1−
√

1−a2m
am

)2

.

When determining the losses by the coefficient Kαn, taking into account only the first two
members of the harmonic series λn the relative error of the calculation γn with an electromagnetic
asymmetry of up to 50% does not exceed 2%, and then it begins to grow monotonically, and in
the region of large asymmetry (am = 80 + 90%) is 10 + 25% (figure 2).
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Figure 2. Dependence of magnetic loss increase coefficients on electromagnetic asymmetry: 1 –
dependence Kαn = f(am);, 2 – dependence Kα1 = f(am).

Calculation of the third term of the harmonic series λn significantly increases the accuracy
of the calculation. The error γα2 in determining losses by the coefficient Kα2 does not exceed
2% with asymmetry up to 80% and increases to 8 + 10% with an increase in electromagnetic
asymmetry up to 90% (figure 3).

Figure 3. Change in the relative errors of the calculation of magnetic losses from groove
harmonics of the field by coefficients.

Let us determine the specific magnetic losses in steel from the first groove harmonic of
induction when the electric motor is operating in the phase-disconnected mode, substituting
the expression for the spatio-temporal distribution of the groove frequency induction in (4) for
the single-phase mode, taking into account the full distribution λn:

P ′mgup = Kn ·
1

2π · Tn
·

2π∫
0

Tn∫
0

B2
fup(ϕ, t)dϕ · dt. (12)
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Opening the brackets and integrating in a similar way, obtain the final expression for specific
magnetic losses in steel from the first (upper) slot harmonic of induction in the form:

P ′mgup =
1

32
·Kn · (λ0 · λj1 · Ff )2 ·

(
1 +

1

2
· λ2i1

)
·Kαn, (13)

where Ff is the magnetizing force when working on two phases; Kαn is the coefficient of
electromagnetic asymmetry.

Thus, the nature of the dependence of the specific magnetic losses in steel on the groove
harmonics of induction when the machine is operating in the mode with a disconnected phase
is similar to the nature of this dependence for the three-phase mode and is determined by the
type of function Kαn = f(am).

The quantitative ratio of losses during the operation of the electric motor in three-phase
mode and in the mode with a disconnected phase can be estimated through the coefficient of
proportionality of losses:

P ′mgup = Kf · Pmgup, (14)

where Kf is the proportionality factor Kf =
P ′
mgup

Pmgup
; Ivf is the phase current in the phase-

disconnected mode; Itf is the phase current in three-phase mode; W is the the number of turns
in a phase; ko is the winding ratio.

Assuming that the phase resistance complexes at the fundamental frequency are
approximately equal and the linear voltage to the root of three is greater than the phase voltage,
obtain:

Kf =
2

3
·
(√3

2

)2
=

1

2
. (15)

In a similar way, the specific magnetic losses from the lower groove harmonic of the induction,
which varies in time with the frequency ωn , can be calculated for both modes of operation of
the machine. The total specific magnetic losses from the groove fields of the first order will be
equal to the doubled value of Pmgup and P ′mgup.

Electromagnetic asymmetry significantly affects the nature of the distribution of the magnetic
field in the air gap of the electric machine. In the presence of non-symmetry, the amplitudes of
groove harmonics of magnetic induction increase.

The increase in the amplitude of the magnetic induction of higher harmonics of the magnetic
field causes a sharp increase in magnetic losses from groove harmonics with an increase in
electromagnetic asymmetry in accordance with the dependence Kαn = f(am). A significant
increase in additional losses with an increase in electromagnetic asymmetry is also confirmed by
a number of experimental studies.

The groove harmonic components of the magnetic field in the air gap induce electromotive
force in the stator windings with frequencies ωn.

In the conductor of each groove of the stator winding, an electromotive force of the groove
frequency is induced, which is proportional to the change in induction. Accordingly, the square
of the electromotive force will be proportional B2

n(ϕ, t) and proportional to the pulsation losses
in the steel from the groove harmonics of induction Pmgn in the elementary volume of the
groove zone near the k-th groove. Then the sum of the squares of the electromotive force in
the conductors of all the slots of the stator winding will be proportional to the total magnetic
losses of the electric machine from the slot harmonics of the field in the gap, and since the level
of pulsation losses depends on the degree of electromagnetic asymmetry, the value will, other
things being equal, be proportional to the energy level of the slot harmonics and will by some
asymmetry function.

The dependence of the magnetic losses of the slot induction field from the similar dependence
in the three-phase mode differs by a constant volume factor by summing the squares of the
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electromotive force of the slot frequency, given in all three phases of the stator winding,
when each of them is sequentially disconnected, it is possible to obtain an indirect diagnostic
parameter, that is a function of the unevenness of the electromagnetic system, since in the
case of the specified summation, all n grooves of the stator winding are taken into account,
which is similar to the integration over the stator boring circle. The degree of change of the
obtained parameter with increasing electromagnetic asymmetry is determined by the nature of
the dependence of pulsating magnetic losses on the asymmetry of the electromagnetic system.

The electromotive force of the groove frequency arising in the coil of the stator winding,
which contains W turns, the sides of which lie in the grooves with angular coordinates ϕk and
ϕn is defined as the time derivative of the flux linkage:

ekn(t) = −dψn
dt

, (16)

where ψn is the magnetic flux and flux coupling of toothed harmonics with turns of the stator
winding.

In its general form, this expression can be given by the formula of harmonic oscillation:

ekn(t) = Ekn · sin(ωup · t−Qkn); (17)

Ekn =

√√√√( 18∑
i=1

Ei · cosQi

)2

+

(
18∑
i=1

Ei · sinQi

)2

; (18)



arctan =

18∑
i=1

Ei · sinQi

18∑
i=1

Ei · cosQi

, if
18∑
i=1

Ei · sinQi 6= 0;
18∑
i=1

Ei · cosQi 6= 0;

π
2 , if

18∑
i=1

Ei · sinQi = 0;

18∑
i=1

Ei · cosQi > 0;

3π
2 , if

18∑
i=1

Ei · sinQi = 0;

18∑
i=1

Ei · cosQi < 0,

(19)

where Ei is the amplitudes of harmonic components of the electromotive force coil; Qi is the
initial phases of harmonic components of the electromotive force coil.

The total electromotive force induced in the disconnected phase without parallel branches
can be found by summing the electromotive force of the turns that make up the phase winding.

When disconnecting the next phase and determining the electromotive force of the groove
harmonic in its winding, the value ψf and coordinates of the distribution of turns change.

If the disconnected phase of the stator winding contains N parallel-connected coil groups,
then the electromotive force of the groove harmonic phase is equal to:

ef (t) =
1

N
·
[
er1(t) + er2(t) + ...+ ern(t)

]
, (20)

where ern(t) is the electromotive force of coil groups, defined as the sum of the electromotive
forces of the component turns.

In the case of mixed connection of coil groups in phase, the electromotive force of parallel
sections is determined by expression (17) and then summed up with all groups connected in
series.
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The amplitude of the electromotive force of the groove harmonic of a separate phase of
the stator winding can either increase with an increase in electromagnetic asymmetry ψα with
respect to the distribution of the turns of a given phase, or decrease, while the sum of the
squares of the electromotive force of the groove harmonic of all three phases uniquely increases
with increasing α, reflecting an increase in pulsation losses at presence of asymmetry, close to
quadratic in nature.

Thus, according to the proposed method, the energy level of higher harmonics can be
estimated by the sum of the squares of the electromotive force of the groove harmonics, taken
when each of the three phases of the stator winding is turned off sequentially when the tested
machine is idling. In order to exclude the influence of saturation phenomena on the control
result and to reduce current overloads of the electric motor when operating in the mode with a
disconnected phase, the measurement must be carried out when the two working phases of the
winding are powered with a reduced single-phase voltage.

To refine theoretical calculations near the extreme points of the range of asymmetry values,
a technique for presenting the amplitude of groove harmonics of magnetic induction in an air
gap with two-way groove through the Carter coefficient, taking into account its dependence on
electromagnetic asymmetry, is proposed:

Bn = Bm −Bαv, (21)

where Bn is the amplitude of the groove harmonic of induction; Bαv is the average value of
induction with electromagnetic symmetry; Bm is the maximum value of induction.

Coefficients determined by the ratio of the groove opening width to the gap size:

γ1(ϕ) =

[
Bs1
δ(ϕ)

]2
5 + Bs1

δ(ϕ)

; (22)

γ2(ϕ) =

[
Bs2
δ(ϕ)

]2
5 + Bs2

δ(ϕ)

. (23)

Obtain the final expression for the amplitude of the groove harmonic of magnetic induction
in an air gap with two-sided groove:

Bαv =
5 · (tz1 ·B2

s2 + tz2 ·B2
s1) · δ(ϕ) +Bs1 ·Bs2 · (tz1 ·Bs2 + tz2 ·Bs1 −Bs1 ·Bs2)[

tz1 · (5 · δ(ϕ) +Bs1)−B2
s1

]
·
[
tz2 · (5 · δ(ϕ) +Bs1)−B2

s2

] ; (24)

Using the method of determining the electromotive force, will obtain a general final expression
for one phase of the upper groove frequency of the first order in the form of harmonic oscillation:

ef (t) = E ·
√
A2
t +B2

t · sin

[
ωup · t+ arctan

(
−
Af
Bf

)]
; (25)

E = Et = −3 ·
√

2 · µ0 · I · lδ ·Dc ·W 2 · kb · ωup
4 · π · δ0 ·Nk · p

; (26)

Af =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNf∫
ϕkNf

[kδ(ϕ)− 1] · sin(Z2 + p) · ϕ · dϕ, (27)
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where Dc is the stator diameter; Nk is the number of turns in the phase.
Accordingly, for the mode of operation of an asynchronous electric motor with a disconnected

phase:

E = Ef = −
√

6 · µ0 · I · lδ ·Dc ·W 2 · kb · ωup
2 · π · δ0 ·Nk · p

; (28)

Af =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNf∫
ϕkNf

[kδ(ϕ)− 1] · cos(p · ϕ− ψf ) · sinZ2 · ϕ · dϕ, (29)

Bf =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNf∫
ϕkNf

[kδ(ϕ)− 1] · cos(p · ϕ− ψf ) · cosZ2 · ϕ · dϕ. (30)

The dependence of the electromotive force of the groove harmonic of individual phases and
the sum of the squares of their amplitudes on the magnitude of the electromagnetic asymmetry
was calculated on an electronic computer. The calculation algorithm is built on the basis of the
above mathematical apparatus using the given expressions.

As expected, the graphical form of the theoretical dependence of the sum of the squares of
the electromotive force of the groove harmonic on the electromagnetic asymmetry, calculated
according to the given mathematical model, is similar to the dependence Ken = f(e).

The proposed technique allows determining the energy levels of higher harmonics not only
taking into account the value of absolute and relative asymmetry, but also taking into account
the direction in space of the plane of asymmetry in relation to the distribution of the stator
windings.

The initial value for determining the spatial angle of the direction of the plane of asymmetry
is obtained from the expression of the electromotive force of the groove harmonic from any
disconnected phase of the stator winding, assuming that α, δ0, EnA are the values obtained by
the expressions:

EnA = E ·
√
A2
A +B2

A; (31)

A2
A +B2

A =
E2
nA

E2
, (32)

where E is the general constant that does not depend on ϕ and t; AA, BA are the sums of definite
integrals.

The algorithm for calculating the dependence of the electromotive force of the groove
harmonic on the electromagnetic asymmetry is presented in (figure 4).

By replacing and introducing a new variable and bringing similar terms, will finally get the
equation in the canonical form:

x4 + a · x3 + b · x2 + c · x+ d = 0; (33)

a =
2 · (A ·B + C ·D)

A2 +D2
; (34)

b =
2 ·A ·M +B2 + C2 −D2

A2 +D2
; (35)

c =
2 · (B ·M + C ·D)

A2 +D2
; (36)

d =
M2 − C2

A2 +D2
; (37)
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Figure 4. Calculation algorithm.

A = λ2n1 · (C2
2 + C2

5 − C2
3 − C2

6 ); (38)

B = λα0 · λn1 · (C1 · C2 + C4 · C5); (39)

C = λα0 · λn1 · (C1 · C3 + C4 · C6); (40)

D = 2 · λ2n1 · (C2 · C3 + C5 · C6); (41)

C1 =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNA∫
ϕkNA

σ′A(ϕ) · sinZ2 · ϕ · dϕ; (42)

C2 =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNA∫
ϕkNA

σ′A(ϕ) · cosϕ · sinZ2 · ϕ · dϕ; (43)
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C3 =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNA∫
ϕkNA

σ′A(ϕ) · sinϕ · sinZ2 · ϕ · dϕ; (44)

C4 =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNA∫
ϕkNA

σ′A(ϕ) · cosZ2 · ϕ · dϕ; (45)

C5 =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNA∫
ϕkNA

σ′A(ϕ) · cosϕ · cosZ2 · ϕ · dϕ; (46)

C6 =

Nk∑
N=1

ϕnNA∫
ϕkNA

σ′A(ϕ) · cosZ2 · sinϕ · ϕ · dϕ. (47)

Thus, the desired angle ψα is determined through the roots of the reduced equations:

ψα = arccosx. (48)

Of the four roots of expression (33), two are imaginary, and the two real roots give,
respectively, a positive and a negative angle ψα calculated from the stator boring from the
axis that coincides with the axis of the phase A winding.

The developed technique makes it possible to determine the levels of groove harmonic
components in the phase windings of electric machines. These harmonics, depending on the
connection scheme of the asynchronous motor windings (star, delta), the scheme and the load of
the electrical network, spread over the electrical network, creating current harmonics or voltage
harmonics. When analyzing asymmetric and non-sinusoidal modes at individual frequencies,
various harmonic components arise, which leads to the emergence of specific current and voltage
harmonics. All these phenomena must be taken into account when analyzing the modes of
distribution networks.

The current level of development of electronic computers and their software allows to form
mathematical models of the electrical network at the groove frequency in asymmetric modes,
considering all its elements as three-phase. At the same time, equations in phase coordinates
serve as mathematical models of both the network as a whole and its individual elements –
equations containing mode parameters (voltages, currents, phase powers) as sought and set
values.

Equations in phase coordinates refer to the electrical network, the elements of which are three-
phase longitudinal and transverse branches. Longitudinal branches are contained in the schemes
of substitution of sections of power transmission lines, three-phase windings of generators and
transformers, transverse branches correspond to schemes of substitution of load nodes, transverse
conductances of sections of overhead lines, branches of magnetization of transformers.

Each branch of the three-phase network is characterized by a matrix of own and mutual
resistances of the phases:

[Z]Fij =

Zaa Zab Zac

Zba Zbb Zbc

Zca Zcb Zcc


ij

, (49)

where the diagonal elements Zaa, Zbb, Zcc reflect the active and inductive resistances of the
respective phases, and non-diagonal resistances – the mutual induction between phases, and
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mode parameters – currents, voltages, electromotive forces of the phases.

[I]Fij =

IaIb
Ic


ij

; (50)

[U ]Fij =

UaUb
Uc


ij

; (51)

[E]Fdi =

EaEb
Ec


ij

. (52)

In asymmetric emergency modes, loads are characterized by conductance matrices in the
node to the ground:

[YH ]F = [ZFH ]−1. (53)

In non-symmetric operating modes (non-linear model), the load conductivity matrices (53)
are kept unchanged only at the step of the iteration process and are adjusted during the iterations
in such a way that the total consumed power of the three phases becomes equal to the set power
at the node.

The component equations of the elements of a three-phase network in phase values have the
form:

• for longitudinal branches:
[Z]Fij · [I]Fij =

(
[U ]Fi − [U ]Fj

)
; (54)

• for transverse branches:
[Z]FHi · [I]FHij = [U ]Fi ; (55)

• for branches with a source of electromotive force:

[Z]Fdi · [I]Fdi =
(
[U ]Fdi − [E]Fdi

)
. (56)

These equations are a generalization of Ohm’s law for a three-phase branch and differ
from similar equations of elements of a single-phase circuit only in that resistances, currents,
electromotive force and voltages of three-phase elements are not characterized by numbers, but
by corresponding matrices.

Matrices of both longitudinal [Z]ij , and transverse [Z]i0 elements can be asymmetrical,
symmetrical or, in a separate case (a group of single-phase elements), diagonal. All types
of longitudinal and transverse asymmetry (non-transposed overhead lines, network elements
operating with an incomplete number of phases, asymmetric loads, etc.) are reflected in the
parameter matrices [Z] of the corresponding elements.

A three-phase network can be matched by a graph, the branches of which correspond to
three-phase branches, and the nodes to three-phase nodes. Then, for three-phase circuits and
three-phase nodes, Kirchhoff’s laws can be represented in the form:

N∑
i=1

[I]Fij = 0;

Nk∑
i=1

[∆U ]Fij = 0. (57)
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where [I]ij is the the currents in the branches adjacent to the three-phase node; [U ]ij is the
voltage drop on the three-phase branches forming a closed circuit in the three-phase network.

If for all independent three-phase nodes of the electrical networidraw up the current balance
equation, solve the component equations of the three-phase branches adjacent to each of the
nodes with respect to the currents and substitute them into the first of the equations, then
for a network containing n independent three-phase nodes, get the system of equations of the
electrical network in the asymmetric stationary mode in phase coordinates:

Y11 Y12 ... Y1n

Y21 Y22 ... Y2n

... ... ... ...

Yn1 Yn2 ... Ynn


F

·


U1

U2

...

Un


F

=


J1

J2

...

Jn


F

. (58)

The elements of this system of equations are the 3×3 matrices of the own [Yii] and mutual
[Yij ] conductances of three-phase nodes, the vectors of phase voltages in the nodes of the three-
phase network [Ui] and set currents [Ji] = [Yi] · [Ei] in the nodes of the connection of generating
elements.

All asymmetric emergency damage in the electrical network (disconnection of phases, short
circuits of individual phases to each other and to the ground, etc.) can be displayed quite simply
when forming nodal equations, taking into account the corresponding commutations in nodes
and branches of a three-phase network. Moreover, the presence of several asymmetric damages
does not lead to any complications in the algorithms for forming and solving nodal equations
compared to the case of local damages. Therefore, mathematical models based on equations in
phase coordinates are more flexible and universal, applicable for the analysis of non-symmetric
modes of operation with both simple and complex asymmetry.

In the linear model of the network (when applying loads with constant phase resistances
Zn = const), the phase voltages in the nodes of the network in the asymmetric mode under
consideration are determined by a one-time solution of the equations, in the non-linear model
(with the specified powers consumed and generated in the network nodes) the phase voltages
are refined during of the iterative process until the sum of the powers of the three phases in
each node of the network becomes equal to the given value. It was established that the levels
of groove harmonics are determined by the structure and modes of the electrical network, the
geometry of the groove zones of the air gap of the electric machine, and its magnetic properties.
Theoretical propositions have been confirmed by experimental studies.

3. Conclusions
A method of calculating currents and electromotive force of the groove frequency of rotary
electric machines for active-adaptive networks has been developed. Calculations are based on
the analysis of the electromagnetic field of the electric machine and methods of calculating
non-symmetrical and non-sinusoidal modes of distribution electric networks (phase coordinates
method). It was established that the levels of groove harmonics are determined by the structure
and modes of the electrical network, the geometry of the groove zones of the air gap of the
electric machine, and its magnetic properties.
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